Save Qobuz
We want Qobuz to survive, to remain intact
Qobuz is unique and irreplaceable to this day
Musicians, music and culture professionals,
music lovers and passionate audiophiles, we love Qobuz
We support Qobuz, will you?
The music service for culture, liberty and independence!

Qobuz is a music streaming and download service that is unique to the world.
At Qobuz, artists and music are placed at the heart of everything in order to
provide an optimum service for music lovers and audophiles.
Since 2008, the Qobuz team have created an online music platform that
accompanies artists and music lovers every day. A platform that helps us artists
in our work and allows us everyday to open our ears and listen, to independently
discover new musical treasures, and rediscover musical heritage. Above all,
Qobuz is an independent music service that goes well beyond the borders of what
might be considered ‘mainstream’, and covers all musical styles.
Qobuz was the first to lead the battle against the MP3, against the degradation of
sound quality with music on the Internet. Because when you love music, you
should be able to hear to the real thing - without the good work of artists and
producers being massacred by sound compression.
Above all, Qobuz is an online music service that loves music and loves artists. A
service that accompanies us in our lives, and that highlights our work
passionately. This passion is truly unique among today’s music services and we
must not let it disappear. As artists, the promotion of our creations through Qobuz’
extensive editorial work is utterly essential.
Qobuz is a French and European company that puts technology at the service of
cultural and musical diversity. In this way, Qobuz really is a a music platform like
no other.
Please help us to safeguard the virtues of sound quality and music culture by
supporting Qobuz.

